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Introduction:

Figure 1: Schematic of the insulated solar electric cooker (ISEC)

(1)

.

People who cannot afford to use electrical or gas-based cooking tend to use unsafe
cooking methods, such as cooking with biomass and coal, which damage their health (2). Note,
biomass burning is also responsible for deforestation, increase GHG emissions, and exposes
women and children to long hours of work and exposure to violence (1). This can be avoided by
using insulated solar electric cooker (ISEC) which is a resistive heater attached to a cooker
powered by a solar panel and is insulated to prevent heat loss. There are two versions, one with
thermal storage to cook after sundown (1) and one that is a direct cooker during sunlight only (4),
that are studied by Dr. Peter Schwartz and the Cal Poly team. Note, The Cal Poly team
previously explored using diodes (3) as the heater to maintain roughly constant voltage, which
helps get more energy from the solar panel, and it worked well. However, the team moved to
using resistive heating element (RHE) (1) because of its ease of construction and higher
temperatures.
One shortcoming is the power that the solar panel outputs is dependent on sunlight
intensity. One possible quick solution is a DC-DC converter set at a specific output voltage
reference in order to provide more power output than a direct load. However, the optimum load
V and I, to the MPP, V and I, will change with changing solar intensity and solar panel
temperature. Thus, constant feedback through maximum power point tracking (MPPT) with a
DC-DC converter are needed to maintain MPP condition in this changing environment.
Additionally, temperature safety is needed to turn power off if a threshold temperature is reached
and to prevent the thermal storage from degrading at high temperatures. There are more

requirements, such as switching power supplies, 5V 1A USB output and more. In this project,
MPPT, DC-DC converter, temperature control and data collection are investigated.

DC-DC Converter:
In order to maximizer solar panel power output, DC-DC converters are needed. There are
many types of DC-DC Converters such as step-down (buck), step-up (boost), buck-boost and

Figure 2: Simulation of solar panel IV cure by inputting the solar
panel's specifications into MATLAB. Solar panel Max Power
Point (MPP) as the temperature changes at 1kW/m2 irradiance.
The Top graph shows the IV curve of the solar panel at different
temperatures while the bottom one shows the Power output
depending on the voltage of the solar panel. The temperature
change will have significant impact on the MPP which can be
seen by the change from 18.8 V to 16.5 V for the MPP.

Figure 3: Simulation of solar panel IV cure by inputting the solar
panel's specifications into MATLAB. The Top graph shows the IV
graph for the solar panel at different irradiances while the
bottom graph shows the power output as a function of output
voltage at different irradiances at 25 oC. Looking at the bottom
graph, the Max Power Point (MPP) decreases as irradiance
decreases. The voltage at MPP drops to 17.2 V at 0.1 kW/m2 from
18 V at 1 kW/m2 power output.

more. The question is what is the best option for a ~3 Ω load with a 100 W solar panel? First the
input and output voltages need to be defined. The input voltage will depend on the solar panel’s
Maximum Power Point (MPP). The solar panel used in this prototype has a Vmp of 18.0 V MPP
at STC. According to simulation, that will change from 18V at 1 kW/m2 to 17V at 0.1 kW/m2
irradiance at STP and from 18.8 V at 15 oC to 45 oC at 1 kW/m2. This can be seen in Figure 3
and Figure 2. So, the input voltage for the converter can be assumed to be 16 to 18 volts, at least
in LA during sunny days. Note, actual input voltage range will depend on the load.
Next is identifying the DC-DC converter’s output voltage across a ~3 Ω load that will
provide the maximum possible power from the solar panel. The load in this prototype is 3.30 ±
0.03 Ω. The output load voltage can be identified using the equation 1

𝑃 = 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐼,

(1)

where P is the max output power of the solar panel at different irradiances, V is the voltage
across the load and I is the current through the load which can be substituted by I = V/R to give

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 2
𝑃=
.
𝑅

(2)

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = √𝑅𝑃,

(3)

Solving for V gives

which is plotted in Figure 5 that shows the output load voltage. However, that is not what
happens when the load is directly connected to the solar panel. Consider the solar panel with 0.5
kW/m2 where it can output a max of 50 W. The output Vload at 0.5 kW/m2 is ~13 V if the solar
panel is outputting max power for that irradiance. But, Vload is actually ~ 10 V when the load is
directly connected to the solar panel. This is determined by finding the intersecting point

Figure 4: The IV curve of the load resistor of 3.3 Ω and the solar
panel. Looking at the intersection point of both curves is at 9.8 V
which is the voltage across the load which is far from the max
power point. Note, that Vload is not the same as MPP for 0.5
kW/m2 as with the 1 kW/m2.

Figure 5: Vout is the voltage for a 3.3Ω load versus Pin which is the max
input power from a solar panel as irradiance changes. Look at the P in =
100 W, Vout is ~18 V which is the max power point. However, that is not
the case below 100 W.

between the IV curve of the solar panel and the load as shown in Figure 4, which is not optimal.
Going back to what DC-DC converter to use, based on Figure 3 and Figure 5, the DC-DC
converter’s output Vload is less than the MPP of 18 V so that means a step-down (Buck) converter
is needed. It is also possible to use a high resistance heater with a boost converter instead.

Buck Converter:

Figure 6: Ideal circuit diagram of a buck converter. In practice the switch is an N-channel MOSFET that is controlled by a
PWM signal through a high side N-MOSFET driver.

Note, A buck converter is built, which is described below. However, certain
improvements were not implemented due to time constraints. These improvements may not be
necessary since we may be able to use inexpensive off-the-shelf buck converters.
A buck converter is shown in Figure 6 where the output capacitor, C, serves as a
temporary energy storage. When the switch is closed the capacitor is charged up which will
increase the output voltage. When the switch is opened, the capacitor starts releasing its stored
energy and then the cycle repeats. If there was no inductor, there would be a surge of current
when the switch closes, destroying the circuit. This is why the inductor is placed. The inductor
resists sudden changes in current so it can protect against current surges, as well as act as a
temporary energy storage because it maintains current output when the driving voltage is cut off.
Additionally, opening the switch with the inductor present will not stop current flow through the
switch which is why a diode is needed by clamping the voltage on the switch to zero. This forces
the current in the inductor to flow into the load and capacitor. This circuit assumes a stable
voltage source which is not the case with a solar panel so an input capacitor across the solar
panel is needed (5). Ideally, this circuit would be 100% efficient but every component dissipates
energy so a realistic buck converter has more components. Some of these components include an
output filter to reduce noise, soft-starter to reduce incoming current when capacitors are
discharged, safety protections and more (6).
An ideal switch doesn’t exist so a MOSFET is used which functions as a switch that turns
on or off depending on the voltage applied to its gate pain. There are two types P-channel (Pc)
and N-channel (Nc) MOSFETs. Pc have a higher on resistance so they are less efficient than an
Nc. However, a Pc is a high side switch, meaning it can operate next to high voltage because the
voltage needed across its gate needs to be lower than voltage across its source pin. On the other
hand, Nc needs the voltage on its gate to be higher than voltage on its source pin which can
easily happen on the ground side. So, for the buck converter, a P-channel would work. However,
an N-channel is preferred, so a high side bootstrap N-MOSFET driver is, ideally, used; although,

due to time constraint, a MOSFET driver was not used in the assembled circuit. Bootstrap refers
to a capacitor diode combination that provide additional energy for the gate voltage to get it
above the source voltage. This comes at the cost of not having a duty cycle of 100%, however
some MOSFET drivers can overcome that.
To determine what values are needed, equations provided by Brigitte Hauke from Texas
Instruments are used (5). Note, these equations assume steady state performance and do not
account for response time of the circuit, such as the larger the inductor the slower the response
time. The duty cycle of a buck converter is
𝐷=

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
,
𝑛𝑉𝑖𝑛(max)

(4)

where Vout is the output voltage, Vin is the max input voltage and n is the efficiency of the
converter. Next is to determine the inductor following
𝐿=

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 )
,
∆𝐼𝐿 𝑓𝑠 𝑉𝑖𝑛

(5)

where ΔIL is the ripple current which is typically 20% to 40% and fs is the switching frequency.
Note, ripple current percentage and its effects on a resistive heater are not investigated due to
time constraints. However, a resistive heater should be able to handle high ripple current without
a problem, at least for a first prototype. ΔIL is usually a constant but in this case, it is changing as
the output voltage across the resistor changes based on
∆𝐼𝐿 = 𝑝𝐼

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
,
𝑅

(6)

where pI is the ripple current percentage. Now, eqn. 5 becomes
𝐿=

𝑅(𝑉𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 )
,
𝑝𝑓𝑠 𝑉𝑖𝑛

(7)

which is now linear and has a max value at Vout = 0. Diode selection will depend on max current
rating, which is Imax + Iripple and minimizing forward voltage drop. The value of the output
capacitor depends on
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

∆𝐼𝐿
,
8𝑓𝑠 ∆𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

(8)

where ΔVout is the output ripple voltage. Similar to eqn. 7, eqn. 8 becomes a constant value when
eqn. (6) and ΔVout = pv x Vout (pv is the ripple voltage percentage) is substituted in to give (note,
although for eqn’s (9) and (7) they are algebraically correct, how correct they are for buck
converter designs is unknown)
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝑝𝐼
.
8𝑅𝑓𝑠 𝑝𝑣

(9)

The switching frequency is picked to be around 18 kHz because off the shelf two parallel
N-channel MOSFET module is rated for 20 kHz and 400 W without a MOSFET driver. Since
this module will be used without a MOSFET driver due to time constraints, the MOSFET will be
near ground which means the ground line will be broken when MOSFET is open. In order to
determine the value of the inductor, the minimum value of eq. 7 needs to be found but first, a cut
off Vout needs to be identified. So, turning off power from the solar panel when it nears 30 W
where Vout = 10V from the DC-DC converter is expected, with 40% ripple current. Now Lmin =
200 uH with Vin = 18 V and Lmin = 170 uH with Vin = 16 V with expected max current of 7.7 A,
so the bigger of the two inductor values will be the minimum. An inductor with 250 uH is found
with 10A rms max current rating. Based on these values, minimum Cout = 84 uF with 1% voltage
ripple. However, a mistake was made during assembly and two parallel 820 uF were used, which
correlate to 0.05% voltage ripple, and tested before realizing the mistake. Side note, as shown in
the results section, the buck converter ended up working so there was no need build one with the
right capacitor value because this is a first prototype with the intention of proving that MPPT
works.
In order to confirm this design works, simulation in MATLAB is used as shown in Figure
8, which attempted to account for parasitic components as much as possible based on data given
in the datasheet. According to simulation on MATLAB with a constant Vsource = 18 V,
configurations with either capacitor value will work on the prototype. The only problem is in
rush current, which happens within first 0.4 ms with initial duty cycle of 90%, that can get close
to surpassing max current ratings for both capacitor configurations (84 and 1640 uF), other
components are safe. One solution that worked in the simulation is to start off with a small duty
cycle then gradually increase it to 100% within 1s which resulted in the current staying below
max current ratings for both capacitor configurations. Note, max current ratings were found from
capacitors available on digikey within $3 or less.
Taking a look at the duty cycle with an efficiency of 85% and Vin = 18 V then the max
Vout ~= 16 V as seen in Figure 7. This means that some of the max power at full irradiance is
lost. This can be solved by disabling the buck converter at full irradiance and providing a short
circuit path to the load. However, now the question is “how optimal is the load for the solar panel

Figure 7: Theoretical buck converter efficiency of 85% versus
Vout and input power from solar panel versus Vout at different
load values. Notice how much Vout is required for each load, this
may be useful in not wasting power at regions the buck
converter cannot reach.

Figure 8: Simulation in MATLAB of the buck converter
with an input capacitor and a voltage source set at 18 V.
Parasitic resistances of capacitors was not given for 18
kHz so a guess was used based on the given values for 120
Hz and 100 kHz.

at the area where there is no DC-DC converter?” It is still the 3.3Ω load but if the load is
decreased and the efficiency is increased then a larger area can be covered under the converter.
This is assuming that the buck converter has a constant efficiency which is not the case when
looking at off the shelf buck converters which advertise different efficiencies at different
operating points. All of this may not be necessary, since providing 5V 1A USB charger is a
requirement as well as not surpassing the max temperature of the thermal storage so some of that
potentially lost energy can be redirected to the USB charger. The question is how to detect when
solar panel is at full irradiance?

MPPT:
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) refers to maintaining the solar panel voltage at
its maximum power point (MPP). Dave Freeman from Texas Instruments states a few methods
which include perturb and observe (PO), incremental conductance (IC) and other methods that
depend on constant parameters of a solar panel (7). A combination of these methods can be used.
PO focuses on changing one variable of the solar panel, current or voltage, and measuring the
power output difference to determine where the MPP is. How much to perturb the system will
determine how much it oscillates around MPP and how long it takes to find MPP. Note, PO
suffers from oscillations in low light conditions. IC searches for the condition where
instantaneous conductance has same but negative value of incremental conductance by changing
the duty cycle. IC is recommended for rapid changes in light but suffers from noise. For this
prototype, a simple PO is used, once the prototype is seen to work then it would be worthwhile to
test other MPPT algorithms published online.
Possible solutions include programming a microcontroller, MPPT controller or MPPT
charger. One MPPT controller, SM72442 by Ti, was found with the only limitation of 4.75 to
5.25 V analog input, this could be solved by having an op-amp step down the max voltage to 5
V. This controller controls a 4-switch buck-boost converter and advertises up to 99.5%
efficiency. Another option is using MPPT chargers, but they are chargers designed for charging
batteries with specific IV profiles which are not part of the project. The other solution is to use a
microcontroller to do the MPPT algorithm and control a DC-DC converter. The microcontroller
approach is chosen due to familiarity with the Arduino. The Arduino Nano with the ATmega328
microcontroller is chosen but other options exist such as the STM32 family of microcontrollers.
Additionally, according to platformio.org, it is possible to use the same code for Arduino and the
STM32 and other supported microcontrollers with their software based on libraries used. Note,
the size of the buck converter components depends on the frequency so it is important to have
access to large frequencies. The Arduino is capable of accessing higher frequencies, default is
500 or 1000 Hz, by utilizing the TimerOne.h library (8). However, the higher the frequency the
lower the resolution of the duty cycle. In the case of the 18 kHz frequency, the Arduino has at
least 8-bit resolution.
In order to create the code, a reference flow chart diagram by MathWorks is used shown
in Figure 9 (9). When the diagram states “Decrease Vref” that would translate to increasing the
duty cycle by the perturb value, which is set to be 3/255, and vice versa. Note, it is 3/255 because
the default PWM resolution is 8-bit which is 256 possible values but first value is 0 and last

value is 255. The code can be found in Code 1. Taking a look at the 𝛥𝑃 = 𝑃(𝑘) − 𝑃(𝑘 − 1) =
0 condition, it would be rarely met due to noise present in the measurements so |ΔP| < 0.1 mW
was attempted but code failed. This condition’s intention is to reduce oscillations around the
maximum power point.

Figure 9: A flow chart diagram for perturb and observe
algorithm for maximum power point tracking of a solar
panel by MathWorks (9) .

Code 1: MPPT perturb and observe algorithm in C for Arduino. This is a void function that takes
measured voltage and current as input parameters and changes the duty variable which is global
and has an initial start point of 128, full code at the end of document.
1 void mppt(double Vnow, double I){
2
Pnow = Vnow * I;
3
4
// MPPT for Buck Converter
5
if (Pnow - Pprev = 0 ){
6
// do nothing
7
}
8
else if (Pnow > Pprev){
9
if (Vnow > Vprev){
10
duty = duty – delta;
11
}
12
else {

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32 }

duty = duty + delta;
}
}
else {
if (Vnow > Vprev){
duty = duty + delta;
}
else {
duty = duty – delta;
}
}
Pprev = Pnow;
Vprev = Vnow;
if (duty < 20) duty = 20;
if (duty > 230) duty = 230;
pwmDutySet();

Voltage Sensor:
The Arduino uses the embedded 10-bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). 10-bit is
referring to the maximum digital resolution that can be measured which is 210 = 1024 possible
values. So, the voltage resolution that can be measured is Vref/1024. Vref can be either an external
reference, a stable internal voltage of 1.1V (exact value varies by a few millivolts from Arduino
to Arduino) or the default voltage of the 5V rail which will depend on how the Arduino is
powered. Having a stable Vref is essential for accurate measurements so the 1.1V option is used.
Additionally, the ADC has an input impedance of 100 MΩ, according to the manual, but the
recommended input impedance is 10 kΩ (10). This is because the Arduino measures voltage from
a 14 pF capacitor. This means that the higher the input impedance the longer the charging time
which means lower sampling rate that needs to be accounted for in the code. Note, although the
Arduino has multiple analog input pins, they are all connected to one ADC which is important to
account for when changing sampling rate or constantly changing Vref.
Now to measure input voltage, a voltage divider that scales max Vin to Vref is used with
Rhigh = 182 kΩ and Rlow = 9 kΩ and the Arduino measures across Rlow so the ADC will not have
a problem with input impedance. Rhigh is connected to high voltage and Rlow is connected to
ground. Additionally, resistors used are measured to increase measurement accuracy. Note that
increasing the value of the resistance will decrease power consumption however, that comes at

the cost of a lower signal to noise ratio. For the sake of stable measurements, these values are
used. If higher values were used, then a voltage follower op-amp can be used to stay within the
recommended input impedance of the ADC. Additionally, in the case of noise present, collecting
multiple measurements and averaging leads to more accurate measurements, however this
depends on the noise present. In the case that is no longer enough, then a filter will be needed.
Additionally, the microcontroller can enter sleep mode to reduce noise produced by it while the
ADC measures (10).

Current Sensor:
There are two types of current sensors, hall effect and shunt resistors. The Hall effect
sensor is measuring the magnetic field of the current that passes through it and converts it to
voltage to be read by the ADC. The shunt resistor is a resistor with very low resistance where the
voltage across it is measured and ohm’s law is used to find the current passing through it.
The ACS712 20A hall effect sensor is used because it was available off the shelf in a
timely manner. It has a typical 100 mv/A conversion ratio which does not change very much
between 25o C and 85o C outside of these temperatures, more measurements will be needed to
check its accuracy. This sensor is capable of detecting the direction of the current by having the
zero current point be at Vcc/2. This is useful during the design process and prototyping but not
useful for a final product so another option may be better.
However, the supply voltage, Vcc, used for this prototype (AC-DC USB charging brick)
does not provide a stable output voltage which changes depending on which wall socket it is
plugged into. This results in an unidentified reference point which will need to be calibrated.
This is done by programming the Arduino to measure the reference voltage before it is connected
to the rest of the circuit.
Another issue is resolution of how much current can be measured. With a range of ~2.5V
to ~3.2V it can be converted to a 1.1V scale with an op-amp. However, this will not use all of the
possible resolution so the zero current voltage point of 2.5 V is shifted downward close to 0 V by
creating negative voltage applied across two equivalent resistors. Note, exact 0V is not needed as
detecting negative current would be helpful. In order to do this, an op-amp is used with a
separate power supply for negative rail supply which can be replaced with a voltage inverter,
such as MAX829. The initial circuit design is shown in Figure 10, but the non-inverting
Figure 10: Circuit diagram for the
ACS712 20A current sensor. First Vcc
is inverted to be a negative value at
Vcc—inverted in order to get the zero
current reference voltage a little
above 0 V at Vout, enough to sense
backwards current but most of the
resolution is on the positive current.
Then the Vout is amplified using a noninverting amplifier to maximize 0.7V
to 1.1V. This would ideally yield about
6 to 7 mA resolution.

amplifier to maximize resolution (0.7 V to 1.1V) did not work, likely because voltage signal is
small.
In order to find Vsens, the usual voltage divider equation which is between ground and
some other voltage will not work. To find Vsens, first the current going through both resistors is
found which is equal to one resistor’s current as shown in eqn. 10
∆𝑉𝑅1 ∆𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡
=
,
𝑅1
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡

(10)

where Rtot = R1 + R2 in Figure 10 and both are picked to be 10 kΩ. Eqn. 10 then becomes
𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 − 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 − 𝑉−
=
,
𝑅1
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡

(11)

where V- is the Vcc-inverted. Solving for Vsens gives
𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 =

𝑅1
(𝑉 − 𝑉− ) + 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 .
𝑅2 𝑜𝑢𝑡

(12)

Equation (12) is used to identify V_ based on the desired Vout with Vsens which is then used to
find inverting op-amp’s resistors Rn1 and Rf1 which turn out to be 10 kΩ and 7.5 kΩ,
respectively, with a Vout ~ 0.2V.

Temperature Sensor:
In order to prevent the ISEC from getting too hot, temperature sensors are needed to help
the Arduino control switches. To measure temperatures up to 200 oC, a resistance temperature
detector (RTD) is used. There are three types of RTDs, thin film, wire wound and coiled
element. Thin film is a thin film of resistance material on a ceramic material. Wire wound is a
resistance material wounded around a cylindrical core and is insulated. A coiled element has the
RTD coiled and surrounded by a thermally conductive powder while being insulated by a metal
sheath (11). Thin film is cheaper and with platinum resistance material, it has a long and stable
lifetime. Thin Film platinum RTD are reasonably priced around $1.8 with tolerance of 0.3% and
the lower the tolerance the higher the cost based on digikey prices. The thin film sensor used is
3.9 x 1.9 x 1.0 mm which is very small and fragile, so JB Weld is used to support it.
The RTD used has a manufacturer product number of 32207582. It is a 1 kΩ platinum
temperature sensor with 0.15% tolerance at $4.6. A nominal resistance of 1 kΩ, compared to 100
Ω RTDs, is preferable because it makes parasitic resistance relatively insignificant. In order to
determine the temperature, the equation from the datasheet is
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅0 (1 + 𝐴𝑡 + 𝐵𝑡 2 ),

(13)

where t is temperature in oC, R0 is the resistance at 0 oC, Rt is the measured resistance, A and B
are constants with values of A = 3.9083 x 10-3 (oC-1) and B = -5.7750 x 10-7 (oC-2). The positive
square root when solving for t in equation 13 is used in the Arduino. By averaging ADC

measurements, the temperature sensor was within ± 1 oC for a constant temperature, based on a
comparison with a temperature data logger.
According to the datasheet, the temperature sensor is recommended to have 0.1 to 0.3
mA going through it so it is put in series with a ~31 kΩ resistor powered with 3v3 rail and
voltage across the RTD is amplified to the 1.1V ADC reference. The 3v3 rail’s voltage may
change so a voltage divider that scales 3.4 V down to 1.1 V is used to measure the 3v3 rail from
a buffer. Additionally, a low pass filter is used to reduce noise. Note, self-heating is rated for 0.3
K/mW which was not accounted for but since dissipated power is in the order of ~100
microwatts. Now that the sensor is built, shown in Figure 11, temperature control can be done
using the Arduino to prevent the ISEC from reaching a threshold temperature using a MOSFET
and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithm.

Figure 11: The built temperature sensor circuit is shown. 1 is the thin film RTD covered with JB Weld, 2 is the
voltage divider to measure 3v3 rail, 3 is the RTD circuit, 4 is the amplifier circuit with a low pass filter. On the far
left is the Arduino with data logger and display on top of it. On the far right is a two N-channel MOSFET used to
turn on/off the heater.

Datalogger and Display:
The datalogger and display are optional, for prototyping, if a computer is accessible. In
this case, they were needed. For the datalogger, a library, called SD.h, exists that allow recording
data to a file possible with SPI.h library, where SPI is a form of communication between
computers (12). Other options include a WIFI or Bluetooth and have the Arduino send data to a
local device which can be useful when collecting data from early products given to customers.
Back to SD, to prevent potential data loss, a “switch” is implemented to enable and disable
datalogging so that it is safe to remove the SD card. The “switch” is a short circuit wire to
ground with the internal pull up resistor enabled.
For the display, an OLED screen with diagonal size of 0.96'' and 128x64 pixels is used.
The screen uses I2C to communicate with the Arduino. To use it, multiple libraries are available.

However, not all libraries are recommended because they take up large space in the memory.
Thus, the two libraries used are "SSD1306Ascii.h" and "SSD1306AsciiAvrI2c.h" and they take
about 10% of the space compared to other popular libraries that may take up about 40% space
(13)
. Note, this uses two analog pins and if more analog pins are needed (more temperature
sensors) a multiplexer can be used.

Results:
First the buck converter, shown in Figure 14, is confirmed to be working by having it step
down voltage from a 12 V DC power source to various voltages while connected to a 3.5Ω load.
Note, the load, 3.3Ω, mentioned in previous sections broke due to rushed construction of the
cooker, so a 3.5Ω load was used. The results can be found in Table 1.
Table 1: Collected data when testing buck converter with an input voltage of ~12V from a 12 V DC power supply to various
voltages while connected to a 3.5Ω load. It is surprising to see efficiencies above 90%. Note, the digital multimeters used
advertise an uncertainty of 1%.

Vin (V)
Iin (A)
Pin (W)
Vout (V)
Iout (A)
Pout (W)
Efficiency %
11.44
2.947
33.7
10.57
3.119
33.0
97.8
11.68
2.108
24.6
9.00
2.655
23.9
97.1
11.86
1.463
17.4
7.51
2.215
16.6
95.9
11.99
1.007
12.1
6.20
1.832
11.4
94.1
12.12
0.545
6.6
4.539
1.338
6.1
92.0
12.21
0.247
3.0
3.002
0.885
2.7
88.1
Next was testing the MPPT code, on a clear sunny day, which worked. However, data
was unable to be collected as the SD card module crashed the Arduino, most likely due to power
consumption being over the limit of what the Arduino can handle. So digital multimeters were
used. In order to change the irradiance, the angle of the solar panel with respect to the sun was
changed away from 90o. The results can be found in Table 2. Note, for each data row starting
from the top in Table 2, the solar panel, incrementally, becomes more in parallel with the sun.
For the first row, the solar panel’s output voltage was ~12V when connected directly to the load
of 3.5Ω. Additionally, the duty cycle was around ~83% so it was under the threshold, 90%,
coded into the Arduino. Interestingly, the MPP was around ~15-16 V unlike what is stated in the
datasheet of the solar panel where MPP is 18 V. This is likely due to the temperature of the solar
panel as predicted by the MATLAB simulation. The testing set up can be found in Figure 12 and
the built circuit can be found in Figure 13 and Figure 14. Regarding the performance of the
MPPT code, it is difficult to analyze without collected data but based on the readings from the
multimeters, sometimes there were oscillations about 50 mV and sometimes 100-200 mV.
A video demonstration can be found on YouTube by searching for “MB SP MPPT 2021” or click here
Table 2: Collected data when testing MPPT using digital multimeters which advertise an uncertainty of 1% and taking a picture
of all them to get data at the same time since duty cycle is constantly changing.

Vin (V)
15.54
15.65
15.13

Iin (A)
3.615
3.114
2.775

Pin (W)
56.17
48.73
41.99

Vout (V)
13.19
12.32
11.44

Iout (A)
3.769
3.520
3.269

Pout (W)
49.71
43.37
37.39

Efficiency %
88.5
89.0
89.1

Figure 12: The testing set up to test the performance of the MPPT
circuit. The orange bucket is the ISEC. The breadboard circuit is
placed on a cardboard box to keep it from not getting too hot from
the black lid. The Arduino is powered by a wall socket extension
cable and an additional wall adapter for providing negative rail
voltage for the op-amp. The 100 W solar panel is facing the sun on a
clear sky day. The circuit maintained the solar panel at ~15-16V
regardless of the angle of the solar panel (angles near 90o were not
tested). Possible reason why it did not go to 18 V as stated in the
data sheet is temperature of the solar panel as predicted by the
MATLAB simulation.

Figure 13: The breadboard circuit used in the testing set up. 1 is a set of soldered
voltage divider resistors for the voltage sensor. 2 is the current sensor with 14 AWG
wire soldered into it. 3 is the op amp used to invert a stable voltage from the Arduino
3.3 V pin. 4 are two “switches” to turn on/off calibration and datalogging. 5 is the
OLED screen. 6 is the SD card module. The LEDs are for datalogging and faults. The
blue capacitors are acting as decoupling capacitors. Note, a second version of the
circuit was used which did not have the LEDs and decoupling capacitors

Figure 14: On the left is the built buck
converter. On the right is its back
showing how it was soldered. The red
and black input pairs from the top are
connected to the two input capacitors
on the top which takes the input from
the solar panel. The black and blue
input pair at the bottom output to the
load and are connected to the two
bottom capacitors. Since the
MOSFETs came on their PCB, they
were soldered from the bottom to
give them the best contact. Note, on
the right picture, the red path is not
connected to the black path.

Parts List:
Table 3: Parts list for the buck converter, prices are based on single units from digikey.com. Note, MOSFET price
does not include parts on PCB that came from amazon (3 resistors and an LED)

Item

Part Number

Price ($)

Ratings

Diode

STPS30M100S

1.29

Imax = 30 A
Vf < 0.555 V

Inductor

ATCA-08-251M-V 8.92

L = 250 mH
Imax = 10 A

Capacitor

EEU-FR1J821B

1.96 x 4

2.241 < Imax < 2.988 A
63V

MOSFET

D4184

0.71 x 2

40V 50A
RDS(VGS = 4.5 V) < 9.5 mΩ

Total

19.47

Table 4: Arduino controlled circuit parts list for the first prototype, with careful component selection prices are
expected to be lower. Note, resistors, capacitor and similar components needed for the microcontroller are not
counted. Prices are based on single units from digikey.com unless otherwise noted.

Item

Part Number

Price ($)

Note

Arduino
Microcontroller

ATmega328

~2.3

There are a few varieties
around $2.3.

Current sensor

ACS712 20A

5.64 x 2

Op-amp

OPA4187

4.94

Temperature
Sensor

32207582

4.66

4 op-amps in 1 IC

SD card module

~0.30

Price from Alibaba

OLED screen

~2

Price from Alibaba

INA260

5.31 x2

Will not be counted

Total Circuit 1

25.48

1st circuit shown in results
with ACS712

Future Scope:
The built buck converter had a surprisingly good efficiency; however, it is quite large so
a smaller one can be designed with higher frequencies and finding the minimum amount of input
capacitor needed. Additionally, using a high side N-MOSFET driver to have common ground
and adding features to protect the converter, such as short circuit protection. Also studying the
pros/cons of using large load heaters (20 Ω) versus small loads (3 Ω). To speed up development,
a pre-built DC-DC converter may be used. Some DC-DC converter integrated circuits use a
voltage divider with a potentiometer to allow the user to change the set output voltage. This
voltage divider can be replaced with a signal sent by the Arduino to control the DC-DC converter
controller. If this works, it would provide more flexibility to collaborators to use different solar
panels or resistive heaters depending on local availability.
Next would be to focus on testing MPPT algorithms, this circuit tested a simple MPPT
algorithm. One improvement would be to systematically vary the amount the duty cycle changes
by; for example, change in duty cycle can be reduced when the solar panel is close to MPP.
Additionally, more complex published algorithms exist. Some claim to have higher response
time and more stable voltages which are worth testing. Another direction could be to test the
SM72442 MPPT controller by Ti.
Additionally, better component selection and meeting other requirements, such as 5V
USB charging, switching between power supplies, and more, still needs to be done. Regarding
the 5V USB charge, there are off the shelf buck converters internally set at 5V which are worth
investigating.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, with the MPPT algorithm, Arduino nano, voltage and current sensors, and
a buck converter, the solar panel’s output power was maximized for a direct load of 3.5 Ω. With
the temperature sensor, protecting the thermal battery from decaying and safety shut off is
possible. This is the first prototype and more development is still needed.
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// ARDUINO MPPT CODE - MARCORIOS BEKHEIT - LAST UPDATE: 4-30-2021
/*
* Note, some variables may be defined and not used. This is due
* to a change in the circuit.
* - Output voltage and current sensors couldn't be used anymore
*
because common ground changed.
* - SD related functions were deleted due to SD module not working.
*/

#include
#include
#include
#include

<SPI.h>
<SD.h>
<TimerOne.h>
<math.h>

//Display Variables
#include "SSD1306Ascii.h"
#include "SSD1306AsciiAvrI2c.h"
#define I2C_ADDRESS 0x3C
SSD1306AsciiAvrI2c oled;
int timeOldDisplay = millis();
const int DISPLAY_PERIOD = 1000;
// Voltage/Current Sensor Variables
double Vin, Vout, Iin, Iout;
const double Vref = 1.102; // measured from ref or 5V pin
// Voltage Sensor 1 - Vin - connect to solar panel
const double r1_1 = 182.07;
const double r1_2 = 9.4230;
const double r1_analogPin = 2;
// Current Calibration
const int calibratePin = 4;
bool runOnce = 1;
// Current Sensor 1 - Iin - connect to solar panel
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const double i1_Pin = 6;
const double i1_Vneg = -2.413;
const double i1_RPos = 9.95;
const double i1_RNeg = 9.97;
double Vi1_zero = 0;
// MPPT variables
double Pprev = 0, Pnow = 0, Vprev = 0;
const int delta = 1;
int duty = 128;
int pwmPin1 = 9; // in the example: uint8_t pin = 9;
// functions
double vSensor1();
double iSensor1();
bool isWriteOn();
void dataLog(double V1, double V2, double I1, double I2, int d); // add
temperature later
void mppt(double Vnow, double I);
void freqInitialize();
void pwmDutySet();
void runDisplay(double V1, double V2, double I1, double I2, int d); //
add temperature later
void currentCalibration(int isRunOnce);

void setup() {
// Pin Mode Initialization
pinMode(calibratePin, INPUT_PULLUP);
// Frequency Initialization
freqInitialize();
// Set Reference Voltage
analogReference(INTERNAL);
// Display Set up
oled.begin(&Adafruit128x64, I2C_ADDRESS);
oled.setFont(Adafruit5x7);
oled.clear();
}

void loop() {
// calibrate current (run once)
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currentCalibration();
// read data
Vin = vSensor1();
Iin = iSensor1(); // define
// run MPPT
mppt(Vin, Iin);
// Update Display every DISPLAY_PERIOD
int timeNowDisplay = millis();
if(timeNowDisplay - timeOldDisplay > DISPLAY_PERIOD){
runDisplay(Vin, Vout, Iin, Iout, duty);
timeOldDisplay = millis();
}
}
double vSensor1(){
int numReads = 100;
double sum = 0;
// ** add up multiple inputs to get an average reading to decrease
random error
// -- add inputs
for(int i = 0; i < numReads; i++){
sum += analogRead(r1_analogPin);;
}
// -- get average from recorded inputs
sum = sum / numReads; // this is the average bit reading
// -- convert average bit readings to Voltage
Vout = sum * Vref/1023.0; // units - bits * (V / bits) = V
double Vcc = Vout * (r1_1 + r1_2)/r1_2;
return Vcc;
}

double iSensor1(){
int numReads = 500;
double avgBit = 0;
// ** add up multiple inputs to get an average reading to decrease
random error
// -- add inputs
for(int i = 0; i < numReads; i++){

129
avgBit += analogRead(i1_Pin);;
130
}
131
// -- get average from recorded inputs
132
avgBit = avgBit / numReads; // this is the average bit reading
133
134
// convert average bit readings to Voltage, Vout.
135
double V1out = avgBit * Vref/1023.0;
136
137
// some math
138
double Vi1 = (i1_RPos/i1_RNeg) * (V1out - i1_Vneg) + V1out;
139
140
// get the voltage at Vcc
141
double Vcc_diff = Vi1 - Vi1_zero;
142
143
// convert Vcc to Current
144
double I1 = Vcc_diff * 1.0/0.1; // 1 A / 100 mV = 1 A / 0.1 V
145
146
return I1;
147 }
148
149
150 void mppt(double Vnow, double I){
151
Pnow = Vnow * I;
152
153
// MPPT for Buck Converter
154
if (Pnow - Pprev == 0){
155
// do nothing
156
}
157
else if (Pnow > Pprev){
158
if (Vnow > Vprev){
159
duty = duty - delta;
160
}
161
else {
162
duty = duty + delta;
163
}
164
}
165
else {
166
if (Vnow > Vprev){
167
duty = duty + delta;
168
}
169
else {
170
duty = duty - delta;
171
}
172
}
173
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Pprev = Pnow;
Vprev = Vnow;
if (duty < 20) duty = 20;
if (duty > 230) duty = 230;
pwmDutySet();
}
void freqInitialize(){
Timer1.initialize(55); // 55 microsecond period ~= 18.18 khz
// converting 8 bit to 10 bit input for Timer1.pwm()
int pwmDuty = (int) duty*1023.0/255.0;
Timer1.pwm(pwmPin1, pwmDuty);
}
void pwmDutySet(){
int pwmDuty = round(duty*1023.0/255.0);
Timer1.pwm(pwmPin1, pwmDuty);
}
void runDisplay(double V1, double V2, double I1, double I2, int d){
// calculate power
double P1 = V1 * I1;
double P2 = V2 * I2;
oled.clear();
oled.println(F("Input
"));
oled.println(F("-------------------"));
oled.println("V = " + String(V1));
oled.println("I = " + String(I1));
oled.println("P = " + String(P1));
oled.println(F("--------------------"));
oled.println("D = " + String(d));
}

void currentCalibration() {
if(runOnce){
bool isCalibrateOn;
do {
// **** get Voffset 1
int numReads = 1000;
double avgBit = 0;

219
double V1out = 0, V2out = 0;
220
// ** add up multiple inputs to get an average
221 reading to decrease random error
222
// -- add inputs
223
for(int i = 0; i < numReads; i++){
224
avgBit += analogRead(i1_Pin);;
225
}
226
// -- get average from recorded inputs
227
avgBit = avgBit / numReads; // average bit reading
228
229
// -- convert average bit readings to V, Vout.
230
V1out = avgBit * Vref/1023;
231
232
// find Vi_zero from Vout and other Constants
233
Vi1_zero = (i1_RPos/i1_RNeg) * (V1out - i1_Vneg) +
234 V1out;
235
236
// update display
237
oled.clear();
238
oled.println(F("Current Calibration"));
239
oled.println(F("--------------------"));
240
oled.println("Vi1_zero = " + String(Vi1_zero,2));
241
oled.println("V1_out = " + String(V1out,4));
242
oled.println(F("(I1 = Iin, I2 = Iout)"));
243
delay(2000);
244
isCalibrateOn = digitalRead(calibratePin);
245
} while(!isCalibrateOn);
246
247
// update display
248
oled.clear();
oled.println(F("Current Calibration"));
oled.println(F("Finished"));
}
runOnce = 0;
}

